Biomimetic approaches for biomedical applications

The research in the field of biomimicry is increasingly popular in research, in technology and in the industry. Lessons learned from Nature enable new discoveries and technological breakthroughs. One can easily understand that biological systems are a tremendously rich source of inspiration because the natural selection have refined them over billions of years of evolution. In our team, we take advantage of the biomimetic approach to synthesize bone substitutes and biomimetic polymer muscles for nanocarriers. The crucial question arises whether the biomechanical properties of these imitations of Nature are relevant to the different biomedical applications. For instance, if a biomimetic or bioinspired bone is produced, if it is intended to serve as a substitute in weight-bearing bones then its properties should be adapted. Hence, we combine synthesis and (bio)mechanical characterization of biomimetic materials for biomedical applications to be sure that their properties are appropriate. The scientific skills required to work on these projects are physico-chemistry, materials chemistry, (bio)chemistry and mechanics.
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